
"If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives 
generously to all 'without finding fault, and if will be given to 
him. But when he asks, he must believe and not doubt ... That 
man should not think he will receive anything from the Lord; he 
is a double-minded man, unstable in all he does. The brother in 
humble circumstances ought fo take pride in his high position. 
But the one who is rich should take pride in his low position, .. . " 
(James 1:5-10) 

How often do we doubt when we ask God? How often do we rate 
ourselves lowly in comparison with our well-heeled neighbours? Instead of 
coveting, why not have contentment with humility and trust in God? It will 
do us fine to read the following to ourselves: 

"[ know what it is to be in need, and [ know what it is to have 
plenty. 1 have learned the secret of being content in any and 
evelY situafion, whether well fed or hungry. whether living in 
plenty or in want. 1 can do evelything through him who gives me 
strength." (Philippians 4:12-13) 

"A~v heart is not proud. 0 Lord, l1(f eyes are not haughty; [ do 
not concern myse?f with great mailers or things too wonilq/it! 
for me." (Psalm 131:1) 

Complaints are common that life is getting very complicated. 
Before, everything must have a "Number One" tag for self-assurance of 
survivability. Maybe you were subconsciously aiming for "Number One" 
place to grab all the C's of prosperity. Among other things, you were 
craving to be "Number One" in Cash savings. So you hoarded your wealth 
(on justification of providing for a rainy day) and ended up depriving 
yourself the current positive utility of your wealth while nurturing 
extremely fat accounts for an. unseen future. The economics of choice 
between 'saving and saving' (recessive?) and 'spending and spending' 
(inflationary?) is a complicated balancing problem peculiar to us who are 
more intelligent than "the birds of the air". (Matt. 6:26) Now, the "Number 
One" tag seems to be gradually fading. Relieved? No, the "Most" tag is in 
fashion - "Most Globalised", "Most IT-driven", "Most competitive", ... 
What is ' the difference between "Number One Traveller" and "Most 
Travelled Commuter" on the New Economy Express? Don't go for either 
title without being aware that it is not cost-free! n 

and peace from God 
our Fatherl 

The year 2000 passed and 
we are moving into the new 
millennium officially. 
Beginning a new year 2001 
perhaps we could ask 
ourselves a few questions. 

1. Do I have a single 

goal in life that stimulates 

and motivates me daily in 

everything that I do? 


2. If I reduce my life to 

one primary goal, what 

would it be? 


Grace to you 
...................................................... ............. ······················ ····························i 

The Choir and guest singers gave a presentation 
Goals are important of Christmas carols at the Singapore Philatelic 
because they are Museum on 15th December 2000 and another 
determinative of what we do presentation on 17th December 2000 at Suntec 

with the life God has given City. 
us. Without goals on.J ,............... .. .................................. . ............ ....... ................. ............. ............... 

accomplish very little in life. There is a saying: "Some people make things 
happen, some watch what happens and some wondered what happened?" In 

which category are you? 



However it is not just a matter of having goals but having the right goals. 

Question: But why are our lives so busy these days but lacking in a well defined 

biblical purpose? 

The famous Westminster Shorter Catechism states that, " Man's chief purpose 
in life is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever." The Apostle Paul stressed that 
the main goals in the Christian's life are: (1) Knowing Christ experientially; (2) 
Christian maturity - to be like Christ in attitude and conduct; (3) Obtaining 
Future blessings promised by God. (see Philippians 3:7-14). 

The world has a subtle way of intruding into our lives and stealing what should 
be the major focus or goal of our life as Christian. God's promise to us in Isaiah 
26:3 is this:" God will keep in perfect peace him whose mind is steadfast, 
because he trusts in God." This probably means that God is not oblivious to 
our problems and needs in life but when our focus is in the Lord, something 
wonderful begins to happen in us - God begins to change us and make us like 
His Son Jesus Christ, who for the joy set before Him endured the cross, 
despising the shame." (Hebrews 12:2). Let us be on guard and run the race 
that we can obtain the prize of the upward call of Christ. 

Amen ~.~~ 

In December 2000, Anthony and family 
spent 12 days in Cambodia doing outreach 
work in 4 universities there. 

The result: thousands of people got to hear 
the message of salvation and hundreds 
committed themselves to Christ. 

Your mission: to continue to pray for the 
seed that had been sown , that God will cause 

Anthony, Meiling and Karen it to grow into a big tree, and that the enemy 
will not snatch it away from these new 
believers. 

fellow brothers and sisters in Christ), the conduct of Internet-based 
interactive Bible Study ... (You may wish to add more innovative ideas to 
the list to compete with the innovations of dotcom entrepreneurs.) 

Christians ean embrace fT with a difference. We do not imitate the 
trendy craze of people who are always driven by profit instead of need. 
"Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed 
by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve 
what God's will is - his good, pleasing and perfect wilL" (Rom. 12:2 NIV) 

If you are on the New Economy Choo-Choo Train, do not just take 
a ride, looking out of the windows to decide impromptu where you will 
alight; but make up your mind in advance what your need is (to be on the 
train) and once your destination is reached, get off without tarrying lest you 
get really lost as the train picks up Express speed again into exotic territory 
and your insatiable desires get the better of you. Curiosity kills the cat. 
Unquestioning boldness to journey beyond your real necessity just to see 
what enchanted mines with gold or explosives lie ahead may lead you on a 
trip of no return. 

In a "Brave New World" (with reference to a book of this title 
which has been hailed as a classic like George Orwell's "Animal Farm"), 
technological advancement and social engineering make people completely 
depersonalised. Their lives are charted out, the population is controlled and 
only those belonging to two privileged levels (Alpha and Beta) of a rigid 
social hierarchy live as individuals. One member of this Brave New World 
brought in someone by the name of John who had been living freely in a 
Savage Reservation. ft turned out to be a horrendous mistake. 

If you care to read the "Brave" book (first published 1931, by 
Aldous Huxley, complete online text at http://www.huxley.net/bnw/). you 
may share with me whether the story has a grain of realism as "Animal 
Farm" was made-up as a satire on human society. You may also share with 
me the relative. merits and demerits for John to live "primitively" in the 
Savage Reservation and courageously in the "modernity" of a Brave New 
World. You may cvme to realise that it is not all white or all grey in either 
habitat, and great wisdom is called for even in making an informed choicc. 
What grcater tragedy it will be for people who make blind choices! 

Wisdom is not beyond our reach. 

http://www.huxley.net/bnw


The economic disequilibrium between nations and between peoples within 
nations will give rise to such huge problems that I dare not contemplate, 
hoping only that if the world is extricated from the stranglehold of the 
Internet Economy, human sanity will return. 

Lest it be misunderstood that I am railing against IT, it is now time 
for me to set the records straight that I am not against IT, but against the 
way foolish man manipulates it with only selfish gain in mind, thinking 
only of dotcoms and an inexhaustible gold mine. (By common sense, there 
is only a finite amount of gold in existence.) In fact, if people want to be 
rich enough without selling their souls to filthy wealth, there are countless 
avenues outside of the dotcom empire. Rash mining of available gold will 
only lead to inflation, recession or depression but not produce any 
additional real wealth for distribution among nations and peoples. 

Remember Pastor Michael's sermon on 14!h January in which he 
touched upon the need to be the salt and light of the world? Here, I quote 
the Gospel passage: "You are the world's seasoning, to make it 
tolerable. If you lose your flavor, what will happen to the world? And 
you yourselves will be thrown out and trampled underfoot as 
worthless. You are the world's light - a city on a hill, glowing for all to 
see." (Matt. 5:13-14 TLB) 

In a nutshell, the Gospel passage just quoted tells us our Christian 
role as a positive influence on the world rather than a follower of the world. 
The world may now be wild about founding survival and prosperity 011 IT 
and dotcoms, but we share the message: "Yes, promote IT and doteoms, 
and in quantity if you will, but do not tell me to build my life and riches on 
them. Teach me, if you will, how to avail myself of IT as a useful tool for 
effective work, but do not tempt me to be enslaved by it in case I become 
as a person interred in the sands of Silicon Valley subject to the mercy of a 
major shift in the tectonic plates beneath." 

I am one of countless Christians who make use of IT. I am not 
enamoured by it, but I do not avoid it. As I produce this article to share my 
humble opinions with the immense help of my Pentium machine, I am 
demonstrating one good way I put technology to use. Other ways to which 
IT has been put to good use by Christians would be the sprouting of 
Christian websites in cyberspace providing edifying resources, intcractions 
and prayer requests via email (as I have from time to time received from 

APdaltafJAll: 

A long time ago, a girl named Li-Li got 
married and went to live with her husband 
and mother-in-law. In a very short time, Li-Li 
found that she couldn't get along with her 
mother-in-law at all. Their personalities 
were very different, and Li-Li was angered 
by many of her mother-in-Iaw's habits. In 
addition, she criticized Li-Li constantly. 
Days passed days, and weeks passed 
weeks. Li-Li and her mother-in-law never 
stopped arguing and fighting. But what 
made the situation even worse was that, 
according to ancient Chinese tradition, Li-Li 
had to bow to her moUler-in-law and obey 
her every wish. All the anger and 
unhappiness in the house was causing the 
poor husband great distress. 

Finally, Li-Li could not stand her mother-in
law's bad temper and dictatorship any 
longer, and she decided to do something 
about it. Li-Li went to see her father's good 
friend, Mr.Huang, who sold herbs. She told 
him the situation and asked if he would give 
her some poison so that she could solve the 
problem once and for all. 

Mr. Huang thought for awhile, and finally 
said, Li-Li, I will help you solve your 
problem, but you must listen to me and obey 
what I tell you. Li-Li said, "Yes, Mr. Huang, I 
will do whatever you tell me to do." 
Mr.Huang went into the back room, and 
returned in a few minutes with a package of 
herbs. He told Li-Li, "You can't use a quick
acting poison to get rid of your mother-in
law, because that would cause people to 
become suspicious. Therefore, I have given 
you a number of he~bs that will slowly build 
up poison in her body. Every other day 
prepare some pork or chicken and put a little 
of these 'herbs in her serving. Now, in order 
to make sure that nobody suspects you 
when she dies, you must be very careful to 
act very friendly towards her. Don't argue 
with her, obey her every w,sh, and treat her 
like a queen. Li-Li was so happy. She 
thanked Mr. Huang and hurried home to 
start her plot · of murdering her mother-in
law. 

Weeks went by, and months went by, and 
every other day, Li-Li served the specially 
treated food to her mother-in-law. She 
remembered what Mr. Huang had said about 
avoiding suspicion, so she controlled her 
temper, obeyed her mother-in-law, and 
treated her like her own mother. 

After six months had passed, the whole 
household had changed. Li-Li had practiced 
controlling her temper so much that she 
found that she almost never got mad or 
upset. She hadn't had an argument in six 
months with her mother-in-law, who now 
seemed much kinder and easier to get along 
with. 

The mother-in-Iaw's attitude toward Li-Li 
changed, and she began to love Li-Li like 
her own daughter. She kept telling friends 
and relatives that Li-Li was the best 
daughter-in-law one could ever find. Li-Li 
and her mother-in-law were now treating 
each other like a real mother and daughter. 
Li-Li's husband was very happy to see what 
was happening. 

One day, Li -Li came to see Mr. Huang and 
asked for his help again. She said, "Dear 
Mr. Huang, please help me to keep the 
pOison from killing my mother-in-law! She's 
changed into such a nice woman, and I love 
her like my own mother. I do not want her to 
die because of the poison I gave her." 

Mr. Huang smiled and nodded his head. "Li
Li, there's nothing to worry about. I never 
gave you any poison. The herbs I gave you 
were vitamins to improve her health. The 
only pOison was in your mind and your 
attitude toward her, but that has been all 
washed away by the love which you gave to 
her." 

source: e-mail from a friend. 



Je rry, Je nny, Jedidiah and Jeswyn LAM 
24 Cloud Estate, Off Jalan Green, 93150 Kuching, Sa rawak 
Tel : 082-425295, 234426, 010-8261024 Fax: 082-421827 
Email: jerrylam@tm.net.my 

8 January 200 I 

Dear faithful friends, 

The new millenium has started before we could get an 

update out. After our July 2000 update, we have been 

busy with the Doulos line up team in Kuching. sending 

off a family to N.Africa and fol/owing up a few enquiries 

besides the usual administration. 


On 23 Oct, we left for Bintu/u. Our expected one-week trip turned up to be 3 1
/, 

weeks. We ended up assisting with the advance preparation for the ship in Bintu/u. 
With God's help we were able to do that in 8 days! With Edward, we worked non
stop, overtime to get everything from legal, publicity and teams to churches . Jedidiah 
and Jesvvyn were looked after by a child-care centre from morning to evening to 
enable Jenny to assist full-tifJle . Praise God for this Christian sister who accepted 
them at the last minute for one week. When the ship arrived in l3intu/u we moved 
onboard and became the link between the ship's company and the churches, 
besides being the host country office representative, not always easy wilen we still 
ilave two active kids to take care. 

A highlight of the DOULOS' ministry in Biotulu was visiting the long houses of the 
tribal people. One local fellowship leader had gained a vision to visit long houses when 
the DOULOS was here in 1999. Through these visits a total of 66 people indicated that 
they would like to stay in touch with the local fellowship leader, who is more than 
happy to continue to visit them. 

Four Action Teams were sent out to Marudi, Bintangor, Miri and a neighbouring 
country. God used these teams to speak into the lives of many individuals. Among the 
various conferences onboard was a combined churches prayer meeting. Eleven teams 
went out to fellowship on the 2 Sundays emphasised the need for people to become 
involved in meeting the needs in the world. Despite the short notice of the ship's arrival, 
the on board volunteer programme was attended by eight people and all of them 
acknowledged how working on the DOULOS changed their attitude towards menial 
work and valuing the people who do that kind of work day in day Ollt. All honour to 
HIM \vho enables the ship to have a full programme in Bintulu and 4 A-Teams out. 

On the morning of 15 Nov, we drove from Bintulu to Kucl1ing as Ooulos sailed from 
Bintulu to Kuching. We arrived late in that evening while the ship sailed in the next 

.J 

after climbing to the sky, dotcoms can fall again. The acceleration of 
descent will definitely be much more stupendous than the speed of ascent. 
The reason is half IT-factor and half human-factor; the twain being just 
strange bedfellows who cannot dwell in harmony. It is like the relationship 
between your latest Pentium super-Mhz computer and your Deskjet printer. 
The Pentium provides you with the exhilaration and challenge to surf with 
the wind, but you don't live by it alone, you need a printer for very down
to-earth reasons. (So much for all the excitement with 'well-supported' 
predictions in the past about paperless office - another example of human 
wishful thinking having fallen flat!) When you make use of the two at the 
same time, how nimble can the printer satisfY the impatience of the 
computer even if we do not consider the ever-present nuisance of bugs and 
system glitches? For all the media hard sell about not being left behind in 
the Internet race, the reality is that you cannot jump on the dotcolll wagon 
with your hands tied behind your back. Consider yourself inexorably linked 
to the steering of the wagon. You want to steer the wagon, but you realise 
to your consternation that it has its own momentum far exceeding your 
power to match. You want to catch up with the momentum of IT growth, 
but you realise that you are just human flesh and blood with an appallingly 
low threshold for keeping pace just like the printer can never hope to catch 
up with the Pentium machine. And you know that the printer is 
commanded by the Pentium brain and not the other way round! Either the 
Internet Economy is to be sustained by its own momentum detached from 
your control (Frightening?) or it collapses on top of you because, although 
intelligent man is supposed to be in control of brainless machine or 
technology, you seem to be losing control and it is adding too many storeys 
to the point where the human prop cannot hold up. We will then not see a 
dotcom explosion, but a dotcom implosion! 

Another reason for the unsustainability of the Internet Economy is 
that globally, the idea of survival and prosperity through dotcom 
innovations envisages monies transferring in huge parcels rather than small 

. packages, which means that you either win big or lose big - there is no in
between. No thanks to the part played by human greed, the balance 
hetween the haves and have-nots in terms of technological competence as 
well as wealth will tilt wildly in terms of miniscule time differences 
between swings as well as the force of each tipping. Science students may 
visualise the flow of wealth as following the principle of"osmosis (in the 
direction from lower concentration to higher concentration) instead of 
diffusion. This means that the rich get richer and the poor are sucked dry. 









John 12:25 "He who loves his life will 
lose it, and he who hates his life in this 
world will keep it for eternal life. 26 "If 
anyone serves Me, let him follow Me; 
and where I am, there My servant will be 
also. If anyone serves Me, him My 
Father will honor." 

When one follows Jesus, surely He is the 
Way. This is not to say that one has to be 
perfect because there are numerous 
examples in the Bible of men that were 
not perfect, yet God gave them honour 
because they tried to glorifY God in their 
earthly walk. God accepted their 
intention as fact and acted accordingly. 
Not necessarily practical perfection, but 
holy intention made the difference. To us 
Jesus is the pattern. 

John 8:54 Jesus answered, "I f I honor 
Myself, My honor is nothing. It is My 
Father who honors Me, of whom you say 
that He is your God. 55 "Yet you have 
not known Him, but I know Him. And if 
I say, 'I do not know Him,' I shall be a 
liar like you; but I do know Him and 
keep His word." 

In . order to have relationship with the 
Father, we must be like Jesus. We must 
know Him, not just know about Him. If 
we love Him we will obey His 
commandments. There can be . an 
mtllT1acy and progression toward 
perfection. No, it is not too tough to say, 
"Let us love God without hypocrisy." 

Therefore a prayer to the corporate 
Church, "Let love be without hypocrisy" 
and apply it to both God and man. In 
Jeslls name, Amen . 

Condensed trom 

:~ 
on 25 Dec 2000 


~ NEW ECONOMY EXPltE.s 
~ PARTn ..p 

By John Lee 

Looks like the New Economy Express is now chugging along, 
having lost speed at such a rate as bewildering as the way it originally 

hustled with passengers raring for a 
ride. It was only six months ago (June 
Vine) when I wrote about passengers 
abandoning themselves to the rush for 
a precious seat! Is it because the train 
is losing diesel? More likely, the 
realisation has dawned that the 
prospective gold mine in the distance 
was but an illusion and now a negative 
kind of anxiety rules with mines of a 

different (explosive) sort lying in wait along the track, threatening 
derailment if not to blow the train up altogether - the DOTBOMB SCARE! 

From a promlsmg dotcom to a sobering dotbomb, how much 
longer will it be before the New Economy Choo-Choo Train (Downgraded 
from an Express) is blown asunder and everything becomes dot-gone? 

Fear not, those who still have faith in the bright prospect of the 
New Economy and all entrepreneurs who are still searching for the elusive 
dotcom fortune that probably belongs only to a few privileged individuals. 
However, to be such fortunate individuals, certain qualities are 
indispensable: a very strong vertebral column (not one made of 
pseudoskeleton) and a highly sophisticated taste for bomb risks. 

The risk element was not unknown, yet many still got caught with 
their pants down when the dotcom bubble burst. ''It was no accident. It was 
a time bomb," said Minister of State Lim Swee Say. 

Yes, if fhose fire-charred entrepreneurs still have their backbones 
intact and have learnt their painful lessons on risk calculations, they still 
have a second chance to go after more than $ I 0 billion of venture funds. 
They should be greatly challenged by the promise of an explosive growth 
potential in IT applications in gigantic markets like India and China. 

htJP:1L?[lg~lfir~ . colll/\l1d/f~'Jjlpf1ovc 
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after climbing to the sky, dotcoms can fall again. The acceleration of 
descent will definitely be much more stupendous than the speed of ascent. 
The reason is half IT-factor and half human-factor; the twain being just 
strange bedfellows who cannot dwell in harmony. It is like the relationship 
between your latest Pentium super-Mhz computer and your Deskjet printer. 
The Pentium provides you with the exhilaration and challenge to surf with 
the wind, but you don't live by it alone, you need a printer for very down
to-earth reasons. (So much for all the excitement with 'well-supported' 
predictions in the past about paperless office - another example of human 
wishful thinking having fallen flat!) When you make use of the two at the 
same time, how nimble can the printer satisfY the impatience of the 
computer even if we do not consider the ever-present nuisance of bugs and 
system glitches? For all the media hard sell about not being left behind in 
the Internet race, the reality is that you cannot jump on the dotcolll wagon 
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to the steering of the wagon. You want to steer the wagon, but you realise 
to your consternation that it has its own momentum far exceeding your 
power to match. You want to catch up with the momentum of IT growth, 
but you realise that you are just human flesh and blood with an appallingly 
low threshold for keeping pace just like the printer can never hope to catch 
up with the Pentium machine. And you know that the printer is 
commanded by the Pentium brain and not the other way round! Either the 
Internet Economy is to be sustained by its own momentum detached from 
your control (Frightening?) or it collapses on top of you because, although 
intelligent man is supposed to be in control of brainless machine or 
technology, you seem to be losing control and it is adding too many storeys 
to the point where the human prop cannot hold up. We will then not see a 
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A long time ago, a girl named Li-Li got 
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and mother-in-law. In a very short time, Li-Li 
found that she couldn't get along with her 
mother-in-law at all. Their personalities 
were very different, and Li-Li was angered 
by many of her mother-in-Iaw's habits. In 
addition, she criticized Li-Li constantly. 
Days passed days, and weeks passed 
weeks. Li-Li and her mother-in-law never 
stopped arguing and fighting. But what 
made the situation even worse was that, 
according to ancient Chinese tradition, Li-Li 
had to bow to her moUler-in-law and obey 
her every wish. All the anger and 
unhappiness in the house was causing the 
poor husband great distress. 

Finally, Li-Li could not stand her mother-in
law's bad temper and dictatorship any 
longer, and she decided to do something 
about it. Li-Li went to see her father's good 
friend, Mr.Huang, who sold herbs. She told 
him the situation and asked if he would give 
her some poison so that she could solve the 
problem once and for all. 

Mr. Huang thought for awhile, and finally 
said, Li-Li, I will help you solve your 
problem, but you must listen to me and obey 
what I tell you. Li-Li said, "Yes, Mr. Huang, I 
will do whatever you tell me to do." 
Mr.Huang went into the back room, and 
returned in a few minutes with a package of 
herbs. He told Li-Li, "You can't use a quick
acting poison to get rid of your mother-in
law, because that would cause people to 
become suspicious. Therefore, I have given 
you a number of he~bs that will slowly build 
up poison in her body. Every other day 
prepare some pork or chicken and put a little 
of these 'herbs in her serving. Now, in order 
to make sure that nobody suspects you 
when she dies, you must be very careful to 
act very friendly towards her. Don't argue 
with her, obey her every w,sh, and treat her 
like a queen. Li-Li was so happy. She 
thanked Mr. Huang and hurried home to 
start her plot · of murdering her mother-in
law. 

Weeks went by, and months went by, and 
every other day, Li-Li served the specially 
treated food to her mother-in-law. She 
remembered what Mr. Huang had said about 
avoiding suspicion, so she controlled her 
temper, obeyed her mother-in-law, and 
treated her like her own mother. 

After six months had passed, the whole 
household had changed. Li-Li had practiced 
controlling her temper so much that she 
found that she almost never got mad or 
upset. She hadn't had an argument in six 
months with her mother-in-law, who now 
seemed much kinder and easier to get along 
with. 

The mother-in-Iaw's attitude toward Li-Li 
changed, and she began to love Li-Li like 
her own daughter. She kept telling friends 
and relatives that Li-Li was the best 
daughter-in-law one could ever find. Li-Li 
and her mother-in-law were now treating 
each other like a real mother and daughter. 
Li-Li's husband was very happy to see what 
was happening. 

One day, Li -Li came to see Mr. Huang and 
asked for his help again. She said, "Dear 
Mr. Huang, please help me to keep the 
pOison from killing my mother-in-law! She's 
changed into such a nice woman, and I love 
her like my own mother. I do not want her to 
die because of the poison I gave her." 

Mr. Huang smiled and nodded his head. "Li
Li, there's nothing to worry about. I never 
gave you any poison. The herbs I gave you 
were vitamins to improve her health. The 
only pOison was in your mind and your 
attitude toward her, but that has been all 
washed away by the love which you gave to 
her." 

source: e-mail from a friend. 



However it is not just a matter of having goals but having the right goals. 

Question: But why are our lives so busy these days but lacking in a well defined 

biblical purpose? 

The famous Westminster Shorter Catechism states that, " Man's chief purpose 
in life is to glorify God and enjoy Him forever." The Apostle Paul stressed that 
the main goals in the Christian's life are: (1) Knowing Christ experientially; (2) 
Christian maturity - to be like Christ in attitude and conduct; (3) Obtaining 
Future blessings promised by God. (see Philippians 3:7-14). 

The world has a subtle way of intruding into our lives and stealing what should 
be the major focus or goal of our life as Christian. God's promise to us in Isaiah 
26:3 is this:" God will keep in perfect peace him whose mind is steadfast, 
because he trusts in God." This probably means that God is not oblivious to 
our problems and needs in life but when our focus is in the Lord, something 
wonderful begins to happen in us - God begins to change us and make us like 
His Son Jesus Christ, who for the joy set before Him endured the cross, 
despising the shame." (Hebrews 12:2). Let us be on guard and run the race 
that we can obtain the prize of the upward call of Christ. 

Amen ~.~~ 

In December 2000, Anthony and family 
spent 12 days in Cambodia doing outreach 
work in 4 universities there. 

The result: thousands of people got to hear 
the message of salvation and hundreds 
committed themselves to Christ. 

Your mission: to continue to pray for the 
seed that had been sown , that God will cause 

Anthony, Meiling and Karen it to grow into a big tree, and that the enemy 
will not snatch it away from these new 
believers. 

fellow brothers and sisters in Christ), the conduct of Internet-based 
interactive Bible Study ... (You may wish to add more innovative ideas to 
the list to compete with the innovations of dotcom entrepreneurs.) 

Christians ean embrace fT with a difference. We do not imitate the 
trendy craze of people who are always driven by profit instead of need. 
"Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed 
by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and approve 
what God's will is - his good, pleasing and perfect wilL" (Rom. 12:2 NIV) 

If you are on the New Economy Choo-Choo Train, do not just take 
a ride, looking out of the windows to decide impromptu where you will 
alight; but make up your mind in advance what your need is (to be on the 
train) and once your destination is reached, get off without tarrying lest you 
get really lost as the train picks up Express speed again into exotic territory 
and your insatiable desires get the better of you. Curiosity kills the cat. 
Unquestioning boldness to journey beyond your real necessity just to see 
what enchanted mines with gold or explosives lie ahead may lead you on a 
trip of no return. 

In a "Brave New World" (with reference to a book of this title 
which has been hailed as a classic like George Orwell's "Animal Farm"), 
technological advancement and social engineering make people completely 
depersonalised. Their lives are charted out, the population is controlled and 
only those belonging to two privileged levels (Alpha and Beta) of a rigid 
social hierarchy live as individuals. One member of this Brave New World 
brought in someone by the name of John who had been living freely in a 
Savage Reservation. ft turned out to be a horrendous mistake. 

If you care to read the "Brave" book (first published 1931, by 
Aldous Huxley, complete online text at http://www.huxley.net/bnw/). you 
may share with me whether the story has a grain of realism as "Animal 
Farm" was made-up as a satire on human society. You may also share with 
me the relative. merits and demerits for John to live "primitively" in the 
Savage Reservation and courageously in the "modernity" of a Brave New 
World. You may cvme to realise that it is not all white or all grey in either 
habitat, and great wisdom is called for even in making an informed choicc. 
What grcater tragedy it will be for people who make blind choices! 

Wisdom is not beyond our reach. 

http://www.huxley.net/bnw


"If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives 
generously to all 'without finding fault, and if will be given to 
him. But when he asks, he must believe and not doubt ... That 
man should not think he will receive anything from the Lord; he 
is a double-minded man, unstable in all he does. The brother in 
humble circumstances ought fo take pride in his high position. 
But the one who is rich should take pride in his low position, .. . " 
(James 1:5-10) 

How often do we doubt when we ask God? How often do we rate 
ourselves lowly in comparison with our well-heeled neighbours? Instead of 
coveting, why not have contentment with humility and trust in God? It will 
do us fine to read the following to ourselves: 

"[ know what it is to be in need, and [ know what it is to have 
plenty. 1 have learned the secret of being content in any and 
evelY situafion, whether well fed or hungry. whether living in 
plenty or in want. 1 can do evelything through him who gives me 
strength." (Philippians 4:12-13) 

"A~v heart is not proud. 0 Lord, l1(f eyes are not haughty; [ do 
not concern myse?f with great mailers or things too wonilq/it! 
for me." (Psalm 131:1) 

Complaints are common that life is getting very complicated. 
Before, everything must have a "Number One" tag for self-assurance of 
survivability. Maybe you were subconsciously aiming for "Number One" 
place to grab all the C's of prosperity. Among other things, you were 
craving to be "Number One" in Cash savings. So you hoarded your wealth 
(on justification of providing for a rainy day) and ended up depriving 
yourself the current positive utility of your wealth while nurturing 
extremely fat accounts for an. unseen future. The economics of choice 
between 'saving and saving' (recessive?) and 'spending and spending' 
(inflationary?) is a complicated balancing problem peculiar to us who are 
more intelligent than "the birds of the air". (Matt. 6:26) Now, the "Number 
One" tag seems to be gradually fading. Relieved? No, the "Most" tag is in 
fashion - "Most Globalised", "Most IT-driven", "Most competitive", ... 
What is ' the difference between "Number One Traveller" and "Most 
Travelled Commuter" on the New Economy Express? Don't go for either 
title without being aware that it is not cost-free! n 

and peace from God 
our Fatherl 

The year 2000 passed and 
we are moving into the new 
millennium officially. 
Beginning a new year 2001 
perhaps we could ask 
ourselves a few questions. 

1. Do I have a single 

goal in life that stimulates 

and motivates me daily in 

everything that I do? 


2. If I reduce my life to 

one primary goal, what 

would it be? 


Grace to you 
...................................................... ............. ······················ ····························i 

The Choir and guest singers gave a presentation 
Goals are important of Christmas carols at the Singapore Philatelic 
because they are Museum on 15th December 2000 and another 
determinative of what we do presentation on 17th December 2000 at Suntec 

with the life God has given City. 
us. Without goals on.J ,............... .. .................................. . ............ ....... ................. ............. ............... 

accomplish very little in life. There is a saying: "Some people make things 
happen, some watch what happens and some wondered what happened?" In 

which category are you? 




